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Abstract: The stimu.lus and memory 
I 
in concept idantificat~on 
I 
, Jon ~ C. Hobro~k 
-
It waa thought that the sd.ze. and/or tne or· ... stimn1ua: 
arra:r might af:rect error perf ormanee or a.mount of memory 





; -----~' --- --- - ·size and type~r stimuli.us. Tb.e small ~tira.uli were two 
" ' 
'\--;--~ ··-- ~-. ... .. ·-
-, ---, n~ 
inches in diameter the large 15 incheso s·s Were about 
-
' 36 inches away ~rom a scheen on ~hich the Sstinmli were 
• ........... ~,- ... ,.......,q-., .. ..- . .-.,,~r•-··•-••·.,• ••• .. , .,., •• • .. ••' ........... ., .... ,.--··-··--~-·· ----·--··- - ···-····· - .. ,, .. -~·-·,,«·.-.• , .. ., .... ,,-·-····' , ..• , ..•. , •. -,, •• ,.,. -~· ........... . 
projected. There were two types of stimu.11: compact and 
distrib·uted.. The eomp·act contained two dimins:ions with,111 • 
each figure while the distributed had a separate figure 
tor each diminsion. Both typ:es of s.timu.li were made up 
of six binary diminsiona and each S~ was asked to solve 
-
12 two choice discrimination problems in which only one 
of the diminsions was relevant for any single problem. 
An analysis of the error performance to solution 
... -
/ 
indicated that neither stimulus type or _size had any 
significant affect. However, there was some indication 
. . (J. 
that on the fir$t several problems presented to e~h S 
-
that it was more difficult to solve problems with 
distributed 
Memory was measured by observing the probability of 
. 
. 
·1-mmediately solving a p:roblem following an error on tbe 
second trial of the information splits. An. in.formation 
.. -. ----------sp.li; is a way of-numerically-expressing the amount or ·-· ··--·--
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,I . ''., - • 
' . ' I: 
ini'ormation relevant to problem solution which is presented 
in any ·two trial sequence. In contrast to the predictions }" 
of the Bower and· Trabasso no-memory model it was ~o~d 
' 
that the probability of immediately splving a problem was, 
~c .... , ... --.. - ..... ---- ,. .. _ ...... - -------- .. --.. --, -------- •. , I 
related to the amount of in.formation just previously 
- - - -
---···-----···-· .-
--- presented. When all e3J1.erim~~i;al. groups Wfl:ro _ qo.m.bine_d 
-------·- ----
Ir 
the more information the_ higher tb.e -prob&bili_~y of 
~ .. : 
; · .. 
"- -.. 
.. solution._ 
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:~-. 
~~.- .... ~-'---r .. 
l"'·· 
·-1.'•' 
~ .s • 
. 
·, 
&. plot and analysis er the~ckvard learning cur~e 
.... .;_ 
'"' . ~ 
re•ealed that prior to solution §s had a better than 
C 
chance probability of making a correct response. This 
---
was particularly evident in the few trials just be~ore 
solution. 
) 
There is then some indication that s~. tests more than 
-
one of the possible·problem solutions at a time, that 
once a response based upon a possible solution has been 
called incorrect there is a decreased )Probability of again 
trying that solution, and that~- must have some memoey 
) 
of the information presented in previous trials. 
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- i . 
Mly categ9ry ·or things may be · called a concept 1· 
(Bou.rne, 1~). Usually these things are peroeptable · 1'rr, 
' . "J and .§ muqt rely upon his senses to group stimuli into 
.. -· ·-···- -·----- -·· ··- .. ... ···-' .. 
.... ____________ _ 
















- ~ concept identification, he must be s .. ble to correctly \: -- - ---·-· - --~------.' 
·•· 
:::;; 











... ~ ·- -· . .,_-- ,. .. ·•. ·'"• 
. -···: ' ... - '------·...--·· .. 
.. 
he· may retain some information. from previous stimulus 
presentations. This experiment investigates the role 
of the stimulus an~ memory in concept identification. 
Several two choice discriminations were constructed 
using stimuli with six binary dimens·ions., 
The geometr19 designs often used as stimulus ma-
terials may be- described as compact or distributed. 
Compact stimulus types contain more than one stimulus 
attribute or dimension within one figure, (for example, 
-a-small, black, triangle). Distributed types spread 
the attributes over separate figures, (for example, a 
. 
small figure, a black figure, and a triangular figure). 
, 
With compact stimuli more than one attribute may be per-
ceived iri a single glance and this may make the problems 
_easier for~. · It 1s then not necessary to scan a series 
of figures· ·to see all attributes. However, Kohler and 
Adams (1958) suggest that H ••• learning is at least as 
.. 
----·-·--
-- __ ... _ ... ----·--------·-· . ', ' 
. ---·······---.. ~, .. - - -·----------·--··-· 
-~-------------
. •, - --- • -~-· .. -•·- - - ... - -r 
. -·. . . \· .. 
~·;-~: •.. ~.·---·· .: ......... 1,-·-·-· ... .:~--- ,~Jl".' ...• --··· _."' --'···; .... ·... .. C'' ... . -·-·.:: . . .. I' • 
' " 
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much a matter ot perceptual articulation as ot large 
- . 
scale organization. ti. Articulation refers to the 
',h 
ability or process o:f abstracting out the various stim+.-1 
ulus}attributee from the entire Stimulus pattern. With 




- . ------·-----------···--·--------···- ., . ····· 
- ------------ --~-
-· ·----- -·--- --·------- ·-------- --------------- --- --- . --- .. -- . . --- . - - --- --
. _ __ _ _ --~csome· st!m.tUUs attributes and possible s_olutions or hy- --~--- - - --
1cult. ,Attention may not be as often directed toward 
potheses based upon some attributes may not as often be -
t.estad. Distr1-bu.ted.stimuli separate the attributes and 
tend to make it less likely that! would not notice and 
test each attribute. 
Previous 1nvest1gati"t>n·s of this problem have con-
to,uµded stimulus type With the size of the stimulus. 
Shepard, Hovland and Jenkins (1961) constructed prob-
le.ins witH. identical solutions but ditferent tyPes of 
~- I 
stimuli•~ The use of compact stimulus types tended to 
facilitate performance, but unfortunately the dis-
tributed patterns were made up of three fi·gures of the 
same size as the single compact figure. The distrib-
G 
uted· stimulus arrays were then about three ti~es as 
.. 
}: ~--· --
large as the compact. The increase in scanning ra-
:c." 
.,, ·--· -, ... ~.· ~ ·-~ -·-·· . ,,' ·• 
- ___ ,__ .. ---- ., .. :.........t._ -----·-·"•----. 
. ~ , .. 4 • 
guired by the distributed stimuli may account for the 
relative difficulty ot solving problems made up of these 
stimuli. Bourne (1966) feels that this 11 ••• tends to c:.----
force§ to deal With the attributes individually ••• • 
and this may well af:f'ect performance by limiting the __ · 
~~-· --~----···· 
. --···· ··------·-------- ~-----
.. 
. I \ . 
·.·'· ' · ..... :·,, ..... · •,'.. . ,Ji .. ,'"•'" ....... :, 
... ~ 
" 
-~~ : .. 
'1. 3 
1966}--- compared concept attainment. per:t'ormance· using 
. .~;..,\.. .. 
compact geometric forms to perf<?rmance using ·displays 
consisting of co,mbinations of s!x plus and/or minus dgns 1n. 
different colors in a row. No signifioant differences 
' .... 
':,::.· .i 
in number of trials to solution were found, but the use. ·· · 
ot different stimulus attributes makes a valid comparison. 
. . ··- ··--··- ---,-··--~---""··--·-- ...... . 
:1, 
--· ~· .. I 
rl 




Shepard et. al. al.so obse_rved that Ss · bave difficulty 
-·-----~--~·----. ·· .. -.. --. -. .·----1-n---translating distributed stimuli· 1nto wotta·s·,···· and .. t.hey·· ·,. i ): 
f · hypothesized that this may make memory of previous stimulus " .: .. 
'.r 
"..:"? j .. 
.. -
presentations more difficult. A Compact stimulus may be 
. verbalized as "a small white circle 11 while the oorrespond-
_ing description of a distributed stimulus would be "figure 
one small, figure two white, figure three circle. 11 The 
sneer length of this verbal description may then make 









































.results of st~dies by Cahill and Hovland (1960) and Bour~e, 
Goldstein and Link (1964) indicate .that the larger the 
nuntber of previous stimulus presentations available to !, 
the better the overall performance. Memory of previous C: 
·presentations may then :f'acilitatec<performance. 
If compact stin;tuli are easier- to remember, then . ' . .. 
performance should be facilitated and memory should be 
bett.er when they are used. However, if §_~ have difficulty 
articulating out the stimulus attributes from compact stim-
uli, performance may be 'hindered. If larger stimuli in-
. .. ,,·~··. 
.. · ._._ .. _. __ '.;.':":.........:._ - .. 
"·"'
2
"(i;''''-'"'-·=""'·=·---·--.-...,...----~=---------- crease the perceptual scanni'ng requirements' then perform~ 
























· ~ · Bower and Trabaeso (196~ using compact stimuli have 
-~ ·developed a no...;memory mathematical model for concept 
identif 1cation, and Trabasso and Bower (1964) l1av~ dev- :. · 
· -eloped a limited memory mod .. el. The no-memory mode.l ;) ~,· · ~- ·}. 
assumes that on any trial !'s response is based upon one 
hypothesis which is dependent upon one stimulus attribute, 
, , · (for, example: Resp-onse one f·or large, ~esponse two for 
---· .... ··---. . 
-~~ ---,~--=ccc· 




• \ r ·•.·,\ 
on the basis of that hypothesis. If the ohoicG -1s called·--~--:___ __ 
wrong,.§ resamples at random from the entire set of hypo~-
eaes •. :: ... 
Sampling with replacement involves no memory. Only 
following an error can.§. enter into the solution state, 
and the probability of making the switch to the solution 
state is the sa~e following any error. As such. a switch 
.• 
is the last. error, the?probability of being correct of any 
trial preceding the last error would remain stationary at 
the chance level. The predictions of the limited memory'\-
model are similar with the exception that~ remembers 
some of the information contained· 1n this current 
working hypothesis. 
Richter (1965) has suggested a direct method tor 
measuring the effect that memory of past events has 
upon the probability of problem solution. Bower and 
Tr a basso (1963a, 1963b) and Trabasso and Bower (1964)used - - ... ·-·- ----
. d~ta averaged over random stimulus ... sequences. Richter 
~•n, - ~,., ____ ,_, •• ,. •. , - :.,, demonstrated that sequences had a powerful effect upon -,i,,_ .... ~-
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the probabi11 ty of · solution. Ideall.y one could· consider 
; 
all possible stimulus sequences, b~t -·· this app·ears at best 
to be impractical. w1·th six binary d.1~ens1ons 8 the 
number of two trial sequences aJ.one. would e;cead 4, ooo • 
J ··-. 
Richter proposed that this total may be reduced if one 
assumes that 1 t is not the~- specific stimuli but rather · 
the logical relationships between them that are important. 
. . ····,;_, 
The analysis is then not based upon changes of specific ----·-. . - --·----··~ -· - -·- ---·-·---·-· 
\~ 
stimulus attributes, but on the number of attributes 
which change from trial to trial.. 
For example, consider a problem using stimuli having 
six binary attributes with the size attribute relevant. 
· I-t on any two-trial sequence the size ~ttribute is the 
only attribute to change or is the only attribute to 
stay the· same then this attribute has II split off" from 
the other five irrelevant at·tributes. Such a two-trial 
sequence 1r1ould completely define the problem solution.-
Richter referred to such two-trial sequences as tal-5 
spl1 ts." In order of decreasing information about the 
relevant stimulus attribute there are 1-5, 2-4., 3-3, 4-2, 
5-1, and 6-0 splits. This information content classi-
tication scheme then reduces the number of types of two 
trial sequences from over 4,000 to six.· 
When either all of the attributes or ·none 1 of the 
attributes change from trial n to trial n +:·l no 
information- helpful to problem solu~ion is available· 





-··-· ··- -·-·-·--~--·~--------·-~---- .·--··----·---····---- . . 
·1 •· .. :~· ' i. 
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that the probability of starting a. cr1ter1qn run 
r ·-" 
- -_ tallowing an error on the second trial of such · 11no 
1nformation11 splits tJould be the same as the probability -
following a Hsolut1on 11 split when the relevant attribute 
has split off from the irrelevant attributes. However, 
- if i retains some information from the previous trial 
-- then the proba.bili ty of· starting a cri te:rion run follow1ng 
an error on the second trial of ·usolutionu splits should 
- .. 
.-1,/i (~ 
. . . 
-· • I 
,-,··-···--· ... ......_.. ___ -- ··-·· ·----·---·······--- ---
-------- - . --
be gre~ter __ than f 9llowip.g "no ___ 1nformat!bn II spl1'ts._ _ _the ___________________ _ 
.. ,. ' .\. 
'', ': ' ,· 
more information available on any two trial sequence the 
higher the probability of -solution following that sequence. ----.~------------
-It seems reasonable to assume that memory should 
facilitate problem solving •. _ The better the memory of J 
·previous stimulus presentation the more information can 
be logically gained from the_then present stimulus 
presentation. There-then may be an interaction between 
the stimulus and th~. amount of memory evident. If a 
stimulus type or size facilitates or inhibits memory, 
then this should be reflected in differences in the 
probab111 ty of solution following an error on the second · 
trial of the various splits. Differences 1n the number f' 
of errors to solution then may also be taken as an indic-
ation of differences in the memory requirements for 
different sizes and types of stimuli. 
- ---·- -.- - --- ;- ,_ ..... ·-
~- :. .,.. . ~· 
. I 
... 
"J ... _ 
'•. :· 
., .,_._ i 
~ ·~*I I • 
•. -· .":t 
1 . ,, .. ,_ . 
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· , Method 
· · } 
"'~... . . Design. The design was a 2x2xl2 with ~epeated 
.. measures on the last factor. Represented. were two s.timulus 
types (distributed and compact,) two stimulus sizes (large 
and small). and the 12 problems given to eaeh §.. Each S 
-
~- ---·-·--···--···-- The· -ss were 53 men arid women from- .... . ----····--·-·----------
-





- ---- -- - --- ---
----- --
-- -- ----
.-...=-----~~~----~~.Q~~y1~ 9<?!;1.._(:}g~. .§.,;; ~~:['I~_ assi.gned to the four experimeatcal-·:--·"·----~-- . 
~ - --- .......:.- --- ---







.. ::..--t ,-~-- . . 
... 
. • 
.§ was asked to read nine letters ; inch high, ::, c ::; · _; .~·c 
printed on a card held Just in fromt of the projection 
screen. On.§. was dropped for failure to verbalize all 
nine letters correctly, and four ~s were eliminated for 
failure to understand the instructions or because of 
equipment problems. Forty-eight ~s then completed testing. 
Stimuli. Bot·h compact ·and distributed types of 
stimuli were geometric designs as shown in Figure 1. The 
dimensions and values were: type of line (solid or dashed), 
orientation of rectangle ( square or diamond), size of circle 
(large or small), direction of the point (up or down), length 
ot line (long or short), and size of angle (large or small) • 
._, Jl ' ,,. •'' (• . 
~-~------------------------Insert Figµre 1 about here 
. 
- • ,r_., -- .... , -·--:- P-- '~"-• ·-• - ·-:-•• • ,_., ........ ,,...- - ,~a·•• ~ 
... 
. -
- - ,. - - •• - • -
__ :i ·- ' • . 
The size of the stimulus was controlled by the distance 
between projector and screen.· Small stimuli were two inches-
·,, 
., 
- - -~ -· ------ -- - - .. ~-~- -·· .... ··- -~----··----------·, 
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--------·-----------
-- ------ ----------~--------------------------.-------------·--- ---·--
-~---·-_-·-_·-__ - ----- -------~----~--:-:-~F±g.~=-- Example_ of the_ ~st_imul.u.s __ types_ ---~~~-~~-----------. _ .. _ ---. -~ ~:- -~~~---.----~~~~~-------------
and their relative sizes •. On 
the left is a small distributed 
stimulus, on the right a portion 
of a large compact stimulus. 
_ 
~----------______,;,;,.;...__,_;,~,.,._._----·-·---The-·---ae-t ua·l·-·····-,st-1,m-uli- -were-,,--,w-hi te-·- o·n---~----· -~=-.,-·_ ~,-~-.· -,-:_--,--.,...,....,....,.,---.,.,_--
.. ,. • -·~-· .......... ~--c..,,,... :.,, ..... ,_ •·-'"-'• ... "~,_,,. ··-· _,.. . _,. ---•· r •-J..a::_.;;; .. ..._,_.. J" • 
I - ~ • • 
.\,.' 
·--··· .: __________ , ____ :_ !_ ____ •• -- -- _______ ..... 
,. i .· ,. ;,, 
--- . -
a black background. 
r. 
'i. 
' ' ! ._ 
•. ,'i -. 
.J••- --·~-· ----~ --- -
- -- - - ----·---- -~- ·-
'•\ 
- -- -·-- - -·- . . 
-,~-· --- ----- -
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1n d1amet·er,. the large 15 inches. The designs were 
photographed with high contrast 36 mm. film and mounted 
I 
in 2! by 2t slides which, when projected, pr~duced a 
white on black image. For eaoh stimulus type 64 slides 
represented all possible combinations of six attributes 
Three se~J~.-- of 64_ .al.ides- w-ePe----······-·--.. ------:-----
made for each stimulus type. Two circular slide trays 
with an 81 slide capacity were filled with a random 
sequence of slides for each stimulus type. The remaining 
-
- • J• 
--- - -
. . ·-.. .. .. - . -·-··----···.A---· --- --·-· -
_. . .,.,.·--····- .--
-- --- ·-----· -
-- __ ... --~ . _..,...........- ..... ---~ ~-~~~-
---~~--.·~·~------~
0
-----~0---slide-~---·we·re ·used iri--the practice problem. The same 
;'\' 
J .·' 
_ slide sequences were used for all groups. Three equally 
spaced starting points were ciesignated for each slide tray. 
From these three starting slides, the projector could be 
set to go through the slides in either a clockwise or 
counter-olockwise direction. There are then six possible 
~timulus sequences for each tray, and one of the 12 solu-
t-1.ons was assigned to·· each stimiil'us sequence. These se-
quences of slides made up_ the 12 problems given to each §.. 
All solutions were based upon single· stimulus attributes, \ ,. 
with two poss~ble. solutions on each attribu.te. For example, 
the two solutions based upon the size attribute were re-
sponse one for large, response two for small and response· \ . 
one tor small, response two for large. Twelve different 
orders of presen·tation for the problems were also randomly 
---~~~:---'-,----:-;---·--·-------~chosen, the only restriction being that in ea~h ~xper1mental 
11··; 
. ' ,• 
.. · . ' ___ , _______ :_·-:---. ---~· -'---
c •·.· · 
! .. 
f' 
, ·group each problem must appear once a~ the first problem 
-------- - ---




Each _§· tvas pre·sented With one of the 12 orders of 12 
problems i11i th an .§1 from ~aoh of the experimental groups 
assigned to each of the cirders. The first six ~sin each 
.J __ ,.......... :......_ ...._,.,... - ---- . 
' ' , 
. '. ,' . j,. 
, 
' -·~· 
·• ... ·. 
~' ~ -~ .· ,.~ 
' (• ·· .. ~_,_,_-. 
··. J..L,· 
-experimental group were treated as explained above. The 
last six were treated identically with the exception that 
ali problems which had initially been presented with the 
projector in the clockwise operating position were nows 















sequences of slides. 
Procedure and Inst ructions, Eac~-- §. __ !~-~-- Sf3l:i.~-~~--'b~h1n.d ..... _________________ ~ .. -- _,_ __________ _ 
_,_,.,. ... -.-. .. .., •• ,. • ..,.,,_.'"'""-'-· _,,, __ ,.,., •-· ••·-~-•••"'"'""··••• ••-••v,, .,,.,,,,s-~,.~·•••· -~• ....... ,. - • • ... ,-,.,~ •• •••••<• ,., ··••-' .,.~_._ ... -~ .• ~,~ -., • ...,., .... '-,.,.,_.._. -~~..,., .... ,. .. ,.,.,-~-.... ~--------~-·-•-·-- •-' • -••-· 
a table 36 inches deep, the back of which was flush With 
a·wa1·1-----wh1·011-·ereparated .§·rs··-room--from··---t-he' apparatiis- rooni.-·---·--·-----~--~----
Mounted in this wall was a 18 by 29 inch panel of trans-
lucent frosted glass. An image projected on it could be 
clearly seen from either side. The S 1 s room was dark ex-
-
cept for the light which came through the glass. 
On the table in front of£ was a choice panel with 
. ' 
two horizontally mounted, square, white, plexiglass 
choice buttons. The button chosen in each trial was 
... 
illuminated as soon as the choice was made. ,Just above 
eaeh button was a red signal lamp which came on above the 
correct choice button as aoon as a choice was made. 
Between and slightly belott the choice buttons was a small 
- ·round reset button which advanced the proJector to the 
·next -slid.a. 
• 
-- ~ .... - --- . '-.. 
Th8 Instructions explained the natU?'t, Qf. t_h~ ~as:tt.,_ -~---------,-.--
•·1. 
the twelve possible hypotheses, the meaning of the red 
signal lights, and the values of each dimension. It was· 
emphasized that only one hyppthesis would allow the subject · , , 




·, ' I 
.. . 
._ .. .,. :·_· , , . ·._,. ·.···;1 __ :-:.r,-:::r~~.,~·r.,::-;··>~-·./·:·_.,,<.,.: .. ·>·:.:·.. . .· . 




to make ten correct responses in a row and solve the 
t~_problem. The §.s wel:'e encouraged to try to solve 
the problems in as few slide presentations as possibl·e • 
· One practice problem 30 slides long w·as given. If S did 
..... 





~--···-·remi·nded. that -on1y· one ·or the dimensions was' "'relevant. ---· ... -·---· ---~ .---~--·--
:·:. 
!======--=-=,:-_-:= __-,----_ --------. . 
and he was told the problem. ~olution. 
--- ------- -----~------ ...... 
' ~::,. ' ' . 
--- ··~-




The times from stimulus presentation to choice and 
- - - -- -- --------·----------· -- --- -- ----~------·-------·-------- - - -- . --- ----- ·- - --·- --- -- - ------------·-·-··-----------
from the choice to the push of the reset button were con19 
---- ..... -----.-----
. ···-
.. --- ... 
-----· ------ ________ .. ___ _ trolled by§..· The time be.tween--stimulus slides was 2.5 
seconds, the time between problems about one minute.,,.-. A 
p~oblem was considered unsolved if§ was unable to make 
ten correct responses in a row w1 thin 81 slides. Only two 
of the 576 prob1ems :rr1ere considered unsolved. 
If on. any one o:f the problems .§. made fo~r or more 
correct re-spens--es -in a.. row ·-and then made one error f ollowe4 
"'by - a criterion run, the .§. was asked what happened on that 
trial. If S indicated that h·e had known the correct solw.-
-
.. 
tt.bn/~ but had pushed the wrong button~ he was cautioned to 
~void such response.s but to report it if 1 t again happened._ 
To decrease the probability of incorrect reports, claims 
were consio ..ered valid only if four or more correct responses 
immediately preoeeded such a trial. 
The corrected data referred to in the results section 
:ts ·based on the assumption that the trial of last error 1s 
the first error immediately preceding the 11wrong button11 
· · response. Thirty-six such responses were recorded among· _ 
. -··-··· - -
,, 
- --------- -------- ----
---. 
·-·"---.. ····--····--------- . --------- ---- --------------------
__ -.,,...-____,.-~ 
~he 576 problems presented. 
.I 
___________________ _,;._. ___ _....:..__-------'"_~-------
• 1· .•• 
.. 




· Appa~atus. An. eight _channel tape· ~eader and a Kodak 
-----.....,. I 
•, . ' 
800 carousel projector controlled stimulus presentation 
while a Friden tape punch was automatically program.med to 
record for each slide the values of each dimension, the 
side chosen, if the choice was correct or 1no(?rreot 1 and _____ . . - ---~·-·-··-· ···-·~ ---~-----.. ·--·-·-·-···--- ··-···- -
f-'-.--.---~--"----~-'-----------_. c.o~ ___ tim.,es.-in _____ t.enths ____ of ____ ,s.econds;- .. -- the _ time between- stimulus·--,-----
-- ~--- -- --- . ------------·-------······----------~---=----=:c----=- ====::;l 
---- ------· . -·-- ·- -____ ----
presentation and choice and between ·Choice and the push 
-of' the reset button-. 
.. 
-- -- -- -- . ·- - -- ~· -- ... -_ --- --=-- - --- -· -
-- - ----- - -·---~ ·-·----.·-- -- -·--.·-·- ~---- -- . - ~- --· --------- - .... -···--· 
~· :._..-=- .-
·;• .. 
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An inspection of a plot of the raw error ·a.ata 
1: ~· .... , ... 
· revealed a positive skew so a square root transform was 
performed before analysis. This t 1ransformed data 1r1as 
submitted to a 2.x2xl2 analysis of variance with repeated 
-, . 
measures on the last factor (Winer, 1962). A Sununa '1"11 oan -
- - - .. .., ------- ------------------, 
- . --_____. ---~ --- -
------- - - --- . 
., 
(' ,_ 
. . . ;, '' . 
·, .. ' 
,1 
-be seen in Appendix l. Weither stimulus type nor size 
was found to significantly influence error perf ormanoe 
(F<l in both cases.) Problem position tn _the series of 
twelve problems was significant (F.:2. 55, ~=ll/484, p~05). 
I As is shown in Figure 2, the §s tended to solve with 
fewer errors toward the end of the problem series. 
----................ _ ................ __ _._..., __ ,... _______ _ 
,1--.- -- , Insert Figure 2 about here 
-
The significant problem by stimulus type interaction 
is also shown in Figure 2{F=l.99, gt.=11/484, p.(..05). !s 
presented with distributed stimuli tended to make more· 
errors than compact groups on the problems early 1n the 
problem series, w·h11e toward the end of the series this 
relationship was reversed. The significant (F=23.6, gt;: 
. 11/484, p:'. .• 05} 0 three-1'actor interaction is shown in 
Appendix 2. 
The probability of starting a criterion run 
following an error on the second trial of all types of two 
trial sequences is shown in F1gure_3 for each:experimenta1 
· · group. ··using· the oombined corrected data from all groups 
. an z2 was run to compare the probabilities of solution 
..\, -,.: ,' J 
. ;\ · 
,· - ------- - ----- ----~--------------
- - ~-~------ -· 
l ' , •.. ~., 
-, •.• "' ---- ..... _ ··"·-- -- - r .. -- ----· ---· -.... ·-· ·---- ...... - ··----------- ----- - -
' 












Square root or-number 
by problem position. 
·have been combined to 
curve. 
·-:;,,;.. __ - -
"j.•' 
-- ~_: . . •. . - ----- .. ------ .. -·· . . . . . - . - . ---
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. _, . -··· ~---- -~- . 
. I -
-·~· '•, 
using .the data from all two trial sequences in which an~--
error was made on the second trial. With all splits 
from a 1-5 (solution) to a 6-0 (no information) con-
--
side red, the amount of information in two trial seq .. ;-·· -
uences significantly influenced the prob~bility 9f 
immediately starting a criterion. run (X2=11. 55, p .05 
- ----with 5-· df. ). The--·-drre-ot1-on· ·of-this -1nfl-uenee seems------·-_-----,--~--
~- ____ .:reason~'bly_ clear. The more information contained in a 
two trial sequence the higher the probability of solution. ___________________________________ _ 
i This influence is particularly nmticeable at the extremes .. 
of information content. 
_ .... __ .._. _____ .... __________________ ... 
Inaert Figure 3 about here 
...... --.... ------.----... --- _..., __ --- --.... -... 
-'"-
·>' , 
-· ---... ~·-.-- .. - - -----··-------c:r-- --.. ;· ~------"·--. _··_ ----. -------- -~ 
- 2 -










" ;.}; fi; -
i 1 
' 
-- -- -- ..... _ -
differences between experimental groups in the probability 
--- . 
of solution following the various spl1 ts. The e-nly -valu-e . 
which approached significance was found when the probab-
ility of solution following a 1-5 split with compact 
--stimuli was compared with the same probili ty using dis-
--------- . - -~- --- -,-.,,._ 
__ tributed stimuli. However, the calculated value of 2.03- - ·-------- ·--------- -
1s not significant at the .05 level with 1 dt. 
~f ' . 
~----~-:---:--------------------- - - - ---- - - - - - - .... -- -·-· 
~ '-----·-
- -- -. 7 
t~~ .. . ;,. . . -· 
'! " . 
-~~,,-~-.--.r.,1, 
; -; ·e, . . . . ,t 
;, ' 
Experime.ntal groups vJere then combined to construct 
the forward and backward learning curves as shown 1n 
figures 4 211d 5o 'Both curves tvere tested for stat1on~1ty 
--as suggested bi Suppes and Ginsberg (Bower and Trabasso, 
1963a). 
explained above and include only solved problems. The 
. r 
.- .. ,,- • ._;,_~.11:-._: , _;~ .. -<.~~·,, :· ,· ·; "·· .. ., ..... :,.·., .• ~ --.• :...:..::. ..... L.: ·-\: ... -·, ...... .'.'~.!·,·· ,'.:; ;,,· . .J/,i.":iJ.·~·~:.:..1-1.,,,.1#,.-.,,,_~·"-'·• ""'•'-~ ....... , .... , .... ,. ... ..,, .. ...,..1~ .... ~---·-• ...... ,,. .. , •. .-, ..•. ,., ·-'·, - ,- ··• -·· ·- ·· 
. \ 
····-c ·_ .....
. ,) '• ~-
I ,r· · . 
. ' I 
.18 
. 
calculated x2 values tor both curves were s1gn1t1cant at 
. . . 
·the .05 levels. Values of' 39.36 and 28.07 were found for 
the for~~rd and backward curves respectively. Neithei' 
curve can then be consider.ed stationary about a line 
representing the over all mean percentage of correct 
~=-===--=----=·-=-=--~--------~~Q3..Q~f3~_ Soth curves also reliably represent data in 
---· -· -------- . ·::::::::-~ ...... --·-
. -- -· - ··-------·-·- _________ ,, __ _ 
- .. - --·· --·-------··· .. ·--~- --· 
-.= ...... -.-.. ,.---,----.,.cc,.-,_-,,.-=.·---=--·-"·,-·.,·~-·-·,- ------ ~ Tat"'"h1ch the probab1· 11ty of a correct response is above a --·-·----• --- ---• • .-..-~ ..... ,.-.-. ··.·•.-, •.·,--e-, ... , .. ff, . • .... • ' 
.. • ..tll • 
line representing the apparent chance level of .5(x2= 
77.24 forward, 79.08 baok:ward.) 
-~---~---------------------------Insert Figures 4 and 6 about here 
.,. ,f.. 
... . ·-·-----------"-----------·---·----
----·- •Y'• "•·- •- , ___ ,,..; ___ ,_.,_; ,: •• ·--. -F • -- -- -- ,,-.q_'-.,, • -•- ·-, ·- (·~:: 
--- -- ".16 . -- .,.-.; ... -•. 
- r.r- - .._. ... . . .,-: --- - ... ---: ·-
('/ 
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--·-·------. --- -------~-------~ ·-~~-
__________ .... ,,,____ . --~- ·····--·-------... ---_:· -- - ---------------~ ·w·• -- --
·-;;-
trial of all possible information splits. 
The data from 5-1 and 6-0 splits has been 
combined because of the low number of 
instances in the individual groups. 
----------·-- -·-·-
'·· 
i, ......... ----------.:....--~,-·-·-··-·~-·--·:.."'~··---··- ___ .;:~.: __. .. -··--· . ----- ··- _- ·------···· ·-~·--.. -~.,.-- -- --~---------- -·· ~.;, -·. 
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f i rs t 12 trials. 
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a correct response on these trials. 
The solid line represents the 
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• •· .... ,_,_, __ ..._.....--~ ... ---•~n~.·---------
Ba ckw ar d learning curve for 
the 12 trials bet ore the last --- --__ --_ ..... 
- -~~.=::=-~--::-___________ ----···----------
erroro Dashed line indic-ates 
average probability of a correct 
response on these trials. The 
solid line represents the assumed 
chance level. 
.. 
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\ ', Discussion 
·;·, . . 
. - . 
:,, . · ·· Per:formance ;;as m·easured by number of errors to 





--·· - .... __ --:-"' ·- ........ -.-----·- •. ·-·-;\-'.. 
solution w·as not significantly influenced by either 
stimulus type or size- This result may not, however, 
be interpreted as a denial of the importance of --
4rti·culation in concept formation experiments. The 
-
stimuli described as compact by Shepard, Hovland and 
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c1rc1e, contained all attributes. The stimuli used in 
---~ this experiment may be called compact because more than -- --- - -· .. ---- ---·------
-
one attr:1bute w·as represented in each figure and two 
of the figures were surrounded by the third figure, but 
these were not single unitary stimuli. Articulation may 
be more of a problem with single unit1;1ry stimuli or they 
may be easier to work with because o·f the ease of coding. 
The compact stimuli used in this experiment may 11ell be 
,more d1f:ficult to verbally describe than the· tinitary · 
stimuli used by Shepard et al. (1961-) and this may account 
tor the railure to find significant differences 1n error 
·· · 'performance. 
From p'revious work in this laboratory a practice 
efteot was not unexp,cted, but the reasons for this 
--
-·,------------. .. _ remain unclear.,. It may be some form of a learning to._--------·_ ···r--... __ 
.. ···--· . -· ------- -----· -------. --·-----learn phenomenon or the development of mediating 
-- -·------- - •' ----C---'"----·---- - -- ------ -
· process. Familiarity with the experimental situation 
.. - -
and stimuli may also be of importance, but informal 
i,,.(.--. - ·-··-. - . n -
,.., . 
-,T 
, . ' 
. . 




observat·1on by I 1-ndioates that at le~st. some .§.1 s develop 
·. -,:· .. · eff10·1ent verbal methods for coding the stimuli which may 
f'acili tate performance. Suoh a process may also account · 
for the interaction between stimulif type and problem 
pos1t1one Ear1y·1n problem series.§. may find it difficult - -·-
to code th~ distributed stimuli, but with practice coding 
may become easier and the number of errors to solution are 
·--··"··-"-""""«~--~----~ ... ~-·~--·~~-~ ......... "."r,.~.Q.J.,i_Qeqc •... Tl.11~ leJ1ds partial support for the original 













, , ' ' ,.. ''''°""•". 
• •....• - •• •• • •... , .• ···-·---····•····~--·-··-·--··- .. -····"·-··---
hypothesis which suggested that difficulty in coding may 
make it more difficult to solve problems made up of dis,::J 
-· tribut.ed stimuli. The· in error performance between stimulus 
types is most evident in the first several problems (Figure 2) 
·and as most investigators present each .§. with a small number 
of problems this effect may be of interest. 
The three-factor interaction is graphed in Appendix 2 
but there is no readily apparent e~planation for the signif-
icant effect. 
The explicit 1nstruct1one_ which restricted the 
hypotheses likely to be tested to those which could lead 
to solution and the pretrain1ng which served to familiarize 
aJ..l .§s with the attributes and the procedure may account 
for the lack of significant differences. in error performance 
between experimental groups. The pretraining and 1:,arge r:.~ 
number of problems given to each! may be responsible for 
the m~y differences between this data and that typically 
- ... ·----' - ----- ---· 
~ ~ .. 
I 'P: ', 
. . r-reported by Bower and Trabasso. 
. ' . ' ' 
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· Gleariy several of their theoreti call assumptions are 
not supported. Trabasso plotted both forward and back-
. 
. wa~d l_earning ·curves based upon problems similiar to 
those used in this study. For both Trabasso curves th.e 
percentage of correct responses across trials remained 
. i 
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and none of the plotted points differed signifioant1y 
from the a priori ohance level ..... o.f" .. ··--·~~9• .. ___ (Bo~er ..... ~g··"'""·"---·-·-·-, ' ~-'" "~'"·'" "''"-4,.-~~. ~-~ ... ,...... ~ 
Trabasso~ 1963a). 
The ba~kward learning curve der1 ved from this 
data differs from that plotted by Trabasso in three ways: 
'%"' 
.· ,, ' 
1) A 7J, indicates that this data is not stationary, 2) e.i 
eight of the 11 plotted points are above the assum·ed 
chance level and 3)·· there is a tendency for _the per-
centage· of c.orrect responses to increase as the final 
error is approached. Stationarity is predicted from 
' 
" the all-or-none assumption within the llO-memory model. 
As! tests only one solution or hypo~hesis at a time and 
continues to test that solution until an eeror 1s called, 
the probability of being corr~ct on any trial prior to the· 
start of the-criterion run should remain at the chance 
level! The results of· this experiment suggest that S . 
. 
-
.;.does ,,,not simply test one hypothesi.s at -~a time and then 
resample with replacement if an error is called. The· 
tact that both forward and backward curves are above 
the assumed chance level indicates that .§ must sample 
.. 
more than one hypothesis at least some of the t~me, 
-- ---- _.. ...... _~"' 
-~ 
·.· '. ·, .-'.: . ., '. :: ,; . 
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' ' ' 
and the rise in the backward curve is accounted for if one 
assumes that once hypotheses a·re sampled and responses 
~ '~·-·-·-. 
l;,ased upon them called incorrect there is a dimin1-shed 
probability that they will again be sampled~· 
If A samples more than one .hypo~hes1s and if in that 





,----------------- .-· - -----~-
-----·-of · -a .. eorree·t· -eh01ee on-·-the· .. ·second on any· ·two oonseGutive 
trials on which the same hypotheses are sampled will be 
b th h · 1 l I! f a l t · al 6 ,---·-··,_. .............  a. o.v.:e ........... ,, e. ..... c. __ an.P.e. ............. e.-v:e ....•... --......... , ............ or ... ex · mp .. e., ... , ..... ,on .. , .... · .:ri n-·-... ~~»-'·"· ..... "' ........ ----·------
bas es his response upon two hypotheses including the correct 
one and is called correct, there is a higher than chanc.e prob-
ability that he will b~- cqrreot on trial n + 1. If both 
' stimulus attributes on which the hypotheses are based change 
or if both stay the same then.§. need only to oo~tinue to 
base his response upon these hypotheses and he will be 
correct. In a random stimulus sequence the probability of any 
two chosen attributes changing from one trial to the next is .25. 
There is the same probability that both will stay the same so 
on half of the possible two trial splits§_ will always be 
called correct. The 'other half of the time one of the u 
attributes will change from trial n to trial n ~ l, .In 
... 
,._,_ .... , 
~hese inatanc·es. A's response may be based upon only one 
of the hypotheses considered. The response will then be 
correct 50% of the time as long as the probability 
. 
. .. ·-· ----·--·----------'--·--·-. 
of choosing between hypotheses is equal. So, if the 
.. 
. . . ' .( relevant or correct hypothesis 
. . 
~ ' . ' 
1,~. 
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-
1s one of two sampletl on any two trial sequence, the 
probability that .§. will be correct on trial n + 1 is .7Q. 
--
It 1 s, of course, unlikely that many .§.s per:f orm Just 
as described above. A.§. may well test more than two 
hypotheses at a time. The more hypotheses tested on any t 
trial the more likely it will be that the correct hypo-
• ''°""'""'-• ••••• ,,,e•T ••• •'-• --~-,-••••• ••• ,••ooo• ••• •••• ••·••••-• - - - • ••-••••••••• -· •• •••• '"• • •• • ••-• 0 • •••• -- - • •••-•,• •••,-,•-
thesis will be tested and therefore the ·more likely that · · 
a correct response will be made. The testing of more 
than one hypothesis at a t·1me is adequate to account f·or------· 
the higher than chance level performance but what of the 
rise in the backward curve as solution is approached? 
This may be adequately expla1ned~1f the probability of 
including the Qorrect hypothesis among those tested has a 
tendency to go up the oloser .§. is to solution or if the 
probability of sampling the correct hypothesis remains 
the same while the probability of resampling an incorrect 
" 
hypothesis is diminished. If the probability of resamplinw.; 
an incorrect hypothesis is diminished once a response based 
upon 1 t< has been called incorrect then there is an increas-
ing probability over trials that the correct hypothesis will 
be among those sampled. 
If .§. is testing more than one _hypothesis at a time 
and if there is a lower probability of resampling a 
hypothesis once. it has been shown to be incorrect then S 
' -
must base his responses at least in part upon.information 
. trom previou.s trials, and the. ptobab111ty of entering a 
• 
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solution state on a g1 ven trial should be related to 
the amount of information previously presented. This 
was found to be the case when the information oontent of 
all two trial sequences in which an error appeared on the 
second trial was considered. When all information splits 
from the 5-1 (solution) split to the 6-0 (no information) 
, I ~ . .,.-1"-' ,,,. 
---- ______ .,_ ·--·~ ~- -----·-------sp-lit were tested the type· ·or· ·split ··was· ·r·ouri-a··to ·- sigriifi.Q~.; --- _____ ~~ ~." i 
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oantly influence the probability of solution. Thls is 
cons1stant with the data reported by Richter (1965) and a 
again it appears clear that the higher the information 
content of a two trial sequence the greater the probability 
of immediately entering into the solution state. Contrary:, 
to the original Bower and Trabasso model the probability 
J... 
of starting a criterion run is not the same following any 
error, and the difference can only be accounted for if it 
is assumed that ~s retain some information from previous 
stimulus presentations. 
From these data is is then possible to suggest that~ 
tests more than one of the possible problem solutions at a 
time, that once a response based upon a possible solution 
has been called incorrect there is a drecreased probability 
of again sampling that solution, and that .§. must have some_ ~ 
memory of the information presented on previous trials. 
~ . ' 
.. .: . -~ · ....... - - -· ·-·-.- . -
. .,.. 
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APPENDIX I 
Analysis of Variance: 1'Erro:ra 
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TABLE l 
~ Analysis of Variance: 1'Errors 
· .. 
. . .. - ~ 
. .f . . < 
Source 
Between Ss 
StimuluS Type (A) 
Stimulus Size {B) 
AXB 
Error within groups 
between Ss 
-
\vi thin Sa 
Problem Position (C) 
··. AX C 
BX C 
AX BX C 
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